Digital Technologies workshops in Coding, Robotics & Electronics

Tuesday 2 October 2018
9:00 am - 3:30 pm

CoRE-Tech Junior Workshop

Animal Logic

Paws for a moment and enjoy the wildlife
Animals and Robots - an unusual partnership!

Coding, Robotics and Electronics
We'll separate into three age groups for this one:

Ages 5 - 6, 7 - 8 and 9 - 10

Friday 5 October 2018
9:00 am - 3:30 pm

CoRE-Tech Workshop

DESPERATELY SEEKING SERPENT

An introduction to formal programming languages using Python

Take the next step in your Coding journey and learn new transferable Coding skills!

Coding and Robotics

Ages 11 - 14+

Each themed workshop is a fun and engaging educational experience. Build an electronic circuit (Junior Workshop), write code for some programs and instruct a Robot to follow your every command!

For further information, please:

email: workshops@codingEdge.com.au
or phone: 1300 COD’EDGE (1300 263 334)

Proudly brought to you by...

codingEdge Technology

Don’t just broaden their horizons, bring them to the Edge

http://sport.unimelb.edu.au/sportcamps